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This app changes the user interface in many occasions. For instance, the date and time will be
positioned at the bottom of the screen, date and time on the left, while the listing is displayed on the
right. When you select a letter, the corresponding word is shown on the right panel and the image
appears at the bottom of the screen. In addition, the sorting option is always on the top, giving
access to each letter of the alphabet. A to Z is a very simple and intuitive application that you will
use in teaching kids the alphabet and learning new words. In addition, the primary function is to
create a beautiful application for an intuitive and unique education. A to Z is a fun and useful
application that will be a valuable resource in each and every household, and the best children's
education tool. A to Z is a simple and intuitive application that allows kids to learn the alphabet in a
fun way and offers many options to make it the best experience, allowing parents to enjoy watching
their children learn the alphabet and find their place in the world. Application Details: Key Features: -
Students can trace each letter in the alphabet with our font in addition to enjoy four word games: 3D
tag, colour, number and letter sound recognition. - In order to learn more things about each letter of
the alphabet, add a picture to each one. - For the sorting option, you can: alphabetically, by file
name, extension or file size. - You can choose how the list is displayed: alphabetically, by file name,
extension or file size. - Students can learn the alphabet and correlate the corresponding character
with other terms. - The application has filters and can be displayed in full screen. - Print options, so
you can print the results. - Fonts and images available in 25 languages. - A special feature, with
which the app is organized by days of the week, months and years. - The application is animated and
has a stylish and modern interface. - This is a universal application, designed to work with all iOS
devices: iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. - Available in two versions of 16 and 32 colors. - Installing on
iPad, iPad mini and iPad Air 2. - It does not require any installation, it works directly from the archive.
- 32 chapters: learn to recognize each letter of the alphabet. - 64 levels: A to Z is divided into 64
levels. - The application is perfect for both
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A to Z is an interactive, fun and educational lesson app created especially for elementary children
that teaches them to learn the alphabet in a playful way. -A to Z with Words is a one-on-one app. To
start the game, one teacher and one child will have to register on the app. After that, there is an
interactive screen for the teacher, so she/he can choose the picture/character, as well as a sound
and a word to associate with that one. Finally, the child is presented a new screen with a picture of
that character and his sound. -A to Z Alphas can be used by the teacher to explain a word or by the
students to learn a new word. The app provides visuals with a choice between super, small and big
sizes, so you can use it on any screen. -A to Z is a fun and educational tool with good graphics and
great animations. -A to Z offers two main features: One is alphabet overview, and the other is word
and word recognition. -A to Z presents words, letters and numbers of all the characters. -A to Z also
provides a game mode with random sounds or characters per a word (from the instructor's response)
and a calculation mode. -When you finish a game or a lesson, you can save it and continue with the
next one. -To exit the app, you have to tap the Exit button. -A to Z can be used by one teacher and
one student, allowing them to learn the alphabet together. -You can learn how to teach each letter of
the alphabet one on one, as well as do them all at once as a group lesson. -The game comes in two
different languages: English and Spanish. -You can share your work with other users from Facebook
or Twitter. -You can save your game and continue it later. -The app is compatible with the iPod
touch. Andy's Insects is the perfect educational app for busy homeschoolers. Do you love things that
crawl? Have you always loved bugs and spiders? Andy’s Insects will encourage your children to love
insects as much as they do. When insects appear in your home (or a magazine, or a book, or the
backyard), your children will be fascinated as they move their eyes up from the insects to examine
and learn about them. Each game is short – as a nice balance to the aforementioned “busy
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• Funny icons and characters that make the learning process fun! • Learning about the basic letters
of the alphabet! • Teach kids the correct use of the alphabet! • Beginners in mind! • Alphabet list
that can be copied! • Updated with new content and fun activities! • Great for supporting children's
speech development! • Easy to use! • Fully customizable! • Great for children who are learning to
write. • Cute kids like to learn! • Badges for using it regularly! From the creator of Doodle Is Art A to
Z is a didactic program created especially for small children to learn the alphabet and better connect
it to other words. Besides being an ideal tool to stimulate children's creativity and learning of letters,
it comes with some nice features that make it fun while also providing some quick solutions for easy
calculations: - Starting from the letter A to Z, small images of animals, fruits, vegetables, objects,
etc. are displayed that correspond to the letters of the alphabet. - For each letter you can see the
right image of the character, along with the name of the letter in the description. - The large images
are truly beautiful and attractive. - Easy to use: When you tap an image you can see the center of
the character and all the words it could represent. - A to Z is a fun application for small children to
learn the alphabet with the help of images and characters and easily relate letters to other words.
*** - A colorful kids letters application - Presenting all possible writing with the alphabet - About 20+
characters - 12+ images - Showing the whole alphabet - 1 scene to learn each letter - 18 months+
age - Easy to use - Great for children who are learning to write - Fully customizable - It's fun! *** *** -
A colorful kids letters application - Presenting all possible writing with the alphabet - About 20+
characters - 12+ images - Showing the whole alphabet - 1 scene to learn each letter - 18 months+
age - Easy to use - Great for children who are learning to write - Fully customizable - It's fun! *** ***
*** *** *** App Screenshots: All Screenshots: -

What's New In A To Z?

A to Z: A to Z is a free offline educational tool of A to Z (A to Zapp). This is a collection of fun cartoon
stories of letters of the alphabet. Each letter has its own individual characters, which is accompanied
by the definition and a beautiful photo of a random object. It contains different languages, namely:
English, French, Spanish, German and Italian. The app has the following 3 major features: - Different
stories of letters: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z. - Different
languages: English, French, Spanish, German and Italian. - Different types of random objects:
animals, vegetables, vehicles, etc. - A to Z (A to Zapp) is not just a fun free educational tool for kids,
but also a perfect app for kids to learn and practice English as well as any other language. A to Z
Description: A to Z: A to Z is a free offline educational tool of A to Z (A to Zapp). This is a collection of
fun cartoon stories of letters of the alphabet. Each letter has its own individual characters, which is
accompanied by the definition and a beautiful photo of a random object. It contains different
languages, namely: English, French, Spanish, German and Italian. The app has the following 3 major
features: - Different stories of letters: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X,
Y, Z. - Different languages: English, French, Spanish, German and Italian. - Different types of random
objects: animals, vegetables, vehicles, etc. - A to Z (A to Zapp) is not just a fun free educational tool
for kids, but also a perfect app for kids to learn and practice English as well as any other language. A
to Z Description: A to Z: A to Z is a free offline educational tool of A to Z (A to Zapp). This is a
collection of fun cartoon stories of letters of the alphabet. Each letter has its own individual
characters, which is accompanied by the definition and a beautiful photo of a random object.
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System Requirements:

Requires Windows 2000/XP. DirectX 8.1 or later FullScreenAPI.dll (must be installed if you use
DirectShow) Display resolution is 640x480 (any resolution is OK) Get the Developer's Guide How to
Install the Free Version of the Stinger App Requirements Windows 2000 or XP (should work on other
operating systems but have not tested) Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 (not sure if previous versions will
work) Here are the main things we need to get installed first.
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